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Abstract 

This report summarizes the findings of a linguistic and sociolinguistic survey conducted by helicopter on 
the upper Digul River as a follow-up to a survey conducted there seven months earlier. The purpose of 
the survey was to verify information already obtained and to further determine the number of languages 
and their locations in the upper Digul River area of Indonesia. Through the elicitation of wordlists, the 
use of sociolinguistic questionnaires, and informal observation, it was determined that the languages 
encountered were Wambon, Nakai, and Ketum. Vernacular language use is strong among the 
communities surveyed. 
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Introduction 

This report summarizes the findings of a survey on the upper Digul River of Indonesia conducted June 4-
5, 2001, which is a follow-up to a previous survey on the upper Digul River conducted from October 30 
to November 6, 2000.1 The follow-up survey trip was done by helicopter with a team consisting of three 
people, Myo-Sook Sohn (SIL), Yunita Susanto (Kartidaya), and Jaqueline Menanti (SIL employee). The 
purpose of the survey was to verify language information gathered on the previous upper Digul River 
survey, and to gather further information about the number and location of the languages in the upper 
Digul River area. Data was obtained through the elicitation of wordlists as well as the use of 
sociolinguistic questionnaires and informal observation. Linguistic or sociolinguistic data was gathered 
from four languages: Wambon [wms],2 Nakai [nkj], Nagi,3 and Ketum [ktt]. 

1 Background 

In November 2000, an initial survey was conducted in the upper Digul River area. This team intended to 
travel upriver from Manggelum (on the upper Digul River), and then go cross country from Bayanggop 
to Burunggop and head down the Sauw River to Gaguop (see map, section 2.1). However, they ended up 
staying only in Gaguop. While there, they gathered data from people from seven villages who 
represented seven different languages and who had come down to Gaguop to take part in a feast. 
Because we interviewed people from other villages in Gaguop only and did go to the intended villages to 
verify information that was gathered, there were some gaps in the information. Therefore, a second 
survey was conducted in order to fill in answers to the questions raised by the previous survey team and 
to crosscheck the information with the local people. The upper Digul helicopter survey team was asked 
to travel to several locations4 and to gather more information. 

The research questions for this second survey are as follows: 

• What ethnic group lives in each location? 
• What languages are used? 
• What are the village names? 
• What are the GPS readings of locations of some villages about which the first survey team 

collected linguistic or sociolinguistic data in Gaguop? 
• Where are the language boundaries between Wambon-speaking villages and other speech 

varieties spoken to the east or north of the Wambon-speaking area? 
• Where are the areas of Sait-speaking villages? Would Tarngop and Arimbit be Sait-speaking 

villages? 
• Does the Na’i language exist, and if so, where is the Na’i speaking area? 
• Does the speech variety in Gaguop belong to the Wambon language?5 

                                                   
1 For the results of the previous survey on the upper Digul River, see “Upper Digul Survey” (Hughes 2009). 
2 Languages listed in the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005) are additionally referred to by their three-letter ISO 639-3 code. 
3 Nagi is not listed in the Ethnologue (Gordon 2005), but is listed here since the research contained in this report 
shows that Nagi may be a language separate from but closely related to Nakai. 
4 The previous upper Digul survey team recorded GPS coordinates of the village of Gaguop village during the survey 
trip. In February 2001, one of the upper Digul survey team members, Jock Hughes, did a subsequent fixed wing 
aerial survey and collected GPS readings for the approximate location of several villages (which turned out to be 
Winim, Tarngop, Old Matumkatop, Kawor, and Awimbo). This data was then given to the upper Digul helicopter 
survey team. 
5 According to the previous upper Digul survey team, though they stayed at and worked in Gaguop, they did not 
have enough time to elicit a wordlist from the villagers in Gaguop after finishing gathering data from other villages. 
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Since the upper Digul helicopter survey team only had one and a half days to do the survey, the 
team covered only the eastern portion of the map area shown in section 2.1 and focused on answering 
the questions and requests above. During this time, the team visited ten villages: Winim, Tarngop, Old 
Matumkatop, Arimbit, Kawor, Awimbon,6 Burunggop, Bayanggop, Gaguop, and Kawemaot. They 
gathered linguistic and sociolinguistic data from four villages: Tarngop, Arimbit, Awimbon, and Gaguop. 

2 Areas surveyed 

2.1 Map of survey area 

The map below shows the villages and language boundaries of the area surveyed, based on the data 
gathered during this survey. Since it is quite likely that the area that was previously considered a Nakai-
speaking area can be divided into two languages (see sections 4 and 5) that are closely related (Nakai 
and Nagi), both languages are shown on the map below. 

                                                   
6 This village has been called Awimbon since 1991. Prior to that, it was called Tarkop, after the name of the river 
which flows past the village. 
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2.2 Table of villages 

The following is the list of villages the team visited on the helicopter survey. The table below includes 
GPS coordinates, the survey instruments used, population, language spoken and the reported ethnic 
group. Population figures marked (Q) are from questionnaires that the team used during the survey trip, 
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while those marked (G) are from government sources (Indonesia Government n.d.), and those marked 
(N) mean that the team could not find population figures from either government or any other sources. 

Table 1: Table of Villages 

a Although the language “Mina” is not listed in the Ethnologue, it was the name the local people used for the 
language spoken there. Further research is needed to determine if this is another name for a language already listed 
in the Ethnologue; it is quite likely that this is the Ngalum [szb] since that is the name they reported for their ethnic 
group. 
b Although not listed in the Ethnologue, “Kenondik” was one of the languages reported to be spoken in Bayanggop. 
Further research is needed to determine if this is another name for a language already listed in the Ethnologue. 
 

Only GPS coordinates were gathered in Burunggop and Kawamaot since linguistic and 
sociolinguistic data had already been gathered during the previous upper Digul River survey. In addition, 
no wordlists were elicited or questionnaires used in Winim, Old Matumkatop, Kawor, and Bayanggom 
because the team did not have time during such a short survey; the team only gathered GPS coordinates 
and asked the local people what language was spoken there. 

3 Observations 

Since the team surveyed this area by helicopter, they stayed in the villages for periods ranging from a 
few minutes to less than two hours. The team thus collected little data regarding the general situation of 
this area. They were able to gather some information through observation and a short questionnaire 

GPS Coordinates 
Village 

Instruments 
Used 

Population Language 
Spoken 

Ethnic 
Group 

South East 

5° 21.609  140° 35.647  Arimbit village leader 
questionnaire, 
full wordlist, 
community 
group 
questionnaire 

62 (G) Ketum  - 

4° 59.436  140° 24.909 Winim  N Minaa Ngalum 
5° 05.230  140° 27.600 Old Matumkatop  N Mina Ngalum 
5° 10.539 140° 29.230 Tarngop village leader 

questionnaire, 
full wordlist 

209 (Q) Nagi Arimtap 

5° 10.870 140° 30.980  Kawor  N Nagi Arimtap 
5° 09.970  140° 22.740  Awimbon school 

questionnaire, 
short wordlist 

1,792 (Q) Nakai - 

5° 14.611  140° 23.570  Burunggop  209 (G) Nakai Nakai 
5° 08.307  140° 17.798  Kawemaot  N Tangko [tkx] - 
5° 19.382  140° 31.458  Bayanggop  187 (G) Wambon, 

Ketum and 
Kenondikb 

- 

5° 18.750  140° 19.251  Gaguop Village leader 
questionnaire, 
short wordlist, 
community 
group 
questionnaire 

363 (G) Wambon - 
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made specifically for use with the village leader or the ethnic group leader. (See Appendix A.1 for an 
English translation of this questionnaire.) This questionnaire was utilized with the village leaders in 
three villages: Gaguop, Tarngop, and Awimbon. With regard to education, the team used a school 
questionnaire only in Awimbon. (See Appendix A.2 for an English translation of the questionnaire that 
was used.) 

3.1 Area covered 

The survey area covered four subdistricts: Iwur, Ninia, Kouh, and Waropko, and two regencies: Merauke 
and Jayawijaya.7 

3.2 Communication and electricity 

Gaguop and Tarngop have no electricity and no communication system, while Awimbon has electricity 
and a single-side-band radio (SSB). 

3.3 Health and medical 

The people in Gaguop and Tarngop use the river as the source of water, while the people in Awimbon 
use both the river and rain. There are no toilets in these villages. Two villages, Gaguop and Tarngop, 
were reported to have no health clinics or medical workers there, while one village, Awimbon, has a 
secondary clinic and a medical worker. Each village has a traditional healer. 

The main diseases reported are malaria, asthma, tuberculosis, and filariasis. 

3.4 Livelihood and economy 

The main source of livelihood is traditional hunting and gardening. They plant sago trees, bananas, 
coconuts, yams, corn, sugar cane, taro, and peanuts. People mostly eat sago as their staple food. 

The rainy season begins in May and lasts until October, while the dry season begins in November or 
December and lasts until April. 

3.5 Religious situation 

Gaguop has no church. In Tarngop, there was a church and an evangelist from Oksibil Subdistrict from 
1984 to 1985. However, since the evangelist went back home (because of tribal fighting), there have 
been no more religious activities or worship in the church. There are churches in Awimbon and Arimbit. 
The villagers in Arimbit stated that they had church activities and worship until 2000. There has been no 
more worship at the church from early this year because the church building needs to be repaired. At the 
moment, the villagers are still looking for carpenters. There is no mosque or public meeting hall in any 
of the three villages. 

3.6 Education 

There is an elementary school in Awimbon, with four grades and 67 students. A school questionnaire 
was used there. The percentage of students who get additional education is very low. It was reported 
                                                   
7 The term ‘regency’ is used to translate the Indonesian term kabupaten, and the term ‘subdistrict’ is used to translate 
the term kecamatan (or distrik). Indonesian provinces are divided administratively into regencies, which are further 
divided into subdistricts. 
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that one or two students went on to study in middle school after graduating from the elementary school 
in the years 1999 and 2000. 

In the classroom, the primary language of instruction is Indonesian, but the students use the 
vernacular during play at school. According to the teachers, the children seem to learn Indonesian along 
with the vernacular from their early childhood. Thus, they become fluent Indonesian speakers in the first 
year of primary school. 

4 Lexicostatistical comparison 

Full wordlists (based on a 239-item wordlist) were taken in two villages, Tarngop8 and Arimbit. Shorter 
50-item wordlists were also elicited in villages where the people reported the speech variety to be 
identical to Tarngop or Arimbit where the full wordlists were gathered. These shorter lists, which were 
gathered in Awimbon and Gaguop, were used only to verify that the speech varieties were indeed the 
same as in villages where the full wordlists were gathered. All wordlists were gathered from native 
speakers of the languages being surveyed. These native speakers were born and raised in the village 
being surveyed. We also chose native speakers who knew Indonesian as well, since that was the language 
of elicitation. 

The full wordlists were typed into WordSurv9 and were grouped into lexically similar groups based 
on principles given in Survey on a Shoestring (Blair 1990)10 which were modified by the survey team for 
use with Papuan languages.11 See Appendix C for the wordlists that were gathered during this survey. 
Comparing the shorter 50-item wordlists with the full wordlist was done by hand using the method of 
assigning points to each phone, counting similar phones in a word, and then grouping, just as is done 
using the WordSurv program. 
1. In order to interpret the apparent lexical similarity results, the Papua survey team follows the 

following guidelines outlined by SIL Indonesia: 
2. If apparent lexical similarity between two wordlists is between 0 to 60 percent; they can usually 

safely be interpreted to represent separate languages. 
3. For percentages above 60 percent, lexicostatistic data alone is not adequate to determine whether or 

not the speech varieties are the same language. 
Lexical similarity results are always best interpreted alongside other lines of evidence. Additional 

sociolinguistic information gathered during the survey is to be used with the lexicostatistical data to help 
determine whether or not the speech varieties are the same language. This sociolinguistic information 
includes data on reported intelligibility, ethnolinguistic identity, and attitudes toward the other speech 
variety. 

There may be occasions when intelligibility testing is needed to make decisions about whether or 
not the speech varieties are the same language (such as when lexicostatistical and sociolinguistic data do 
not clearly indicate whether or not the speech varieties are the same language) or to confirm impressions 
that arise from rapid-appraisal survey. 

Regarding this second guideline recommending sociolinguistic investigation to augment the 
lexicostatistical data, the survey team has gathered data about the reported similarity and intelligibility 
among speech varieties, which are reported in section 5. 

                                                   
8 Tarngop is pronounced [tarŋop]. 
9 WordSurv is a computer program used to assist in comparison of lexical similarity between speech varieties. 
10 For a further description of Blair’s rules for lexical similarity decisions, see Appendix B.1. 
11 For further details of the modified rules for Papuan languages, please see Appendix B.2. 
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4.1 Percentage of apparent lexical similarity 

4.1.1 Previous work 

In the report on the previous upper Digul survey (Hughes 2009), two matrices were used to show 
apparent lexical similarity of the speech varieties surveyed: Hughes calculated the lexical similarity 
results shown in one matrix, and Myo-Sook Sohn, using a different method, calculated the lexical 
similarity results shown in the other matrix. As explained by Hughes, though the methods of comparison 
were different, the results were similar. 

The results of the lexical comparison from the previous upper Digul survey (Hughes 2009) are given 
below. The analysis as done by Jock Hughes is given in table 2, and the analysis as done by Myo-Sook 
Sohn is given in table 3. 

Table 2: Percentage of Apparent Lexical Similarity of Villages from 
Previous Upper Digul Survey (Analysis by Jock Hughes) 

Korowai ([khe]) / Abiowage 
32 Komyandaret ([kzv])/ Danokit 
28 57 Tsaukambo ([kvz])12 / Waliburu 
13 20 24 Wanggom ([wng])/ Biwage II 
12 9 9 8 Tangko ([tkx]) / Kawemaot 
8 7 8 8 32 Nakai / Burunggop 
7 8 9 12 11 17 Wambon / Manggelum 

Table 3: Percentage of Apparent Lexical Similarity of Villages from 
Previous Upper Digul Survey (Analysis by Myo-Sook Sohn) 

Korowai / Abiowage 
21 Komyandaret / Danokit 
19 61 Tsaukambo / Waliburu 
10 16 21 Wanggom / Biwage II 
11 4 4 6 Tangko / Kawemaot 
7 3 3 6 29 Nakai / Burunggop 
6 4 6 8 8 15 Wambon / Manggelum 

4.1.2 Percentage of apparent lexical similarity of Upper Digul languages 

Two more full wordlists, which had been taken on the upper Digul helicopter survey, were combined 
with the full wordlists that had been taken in the previous upper Digul survey. The following matrix 
shows the percentages of lexical similarity among these speech varieties.13 

                                                   
12 The language has previously been written as Tsakwambo, in various publications and maps (including Gordon 
2005), but during the Hughes survey (2009) the pronunciation that was heard from speakers of the language was 
[tsaw'kambo], hence the spelling Tsaukambo 
13 The numbers presented in the matrix are slightly different than the numbers given by Sohn’s analysis in Table 3. 
This is because slightly different criteria were used to determine whether or not two words were considered lexically 
similar. The present survey used Blair’s criteria as well as the modified rules for Papuan languages (see the 
beginning of section 4), whereas Sohn’s analysis in Table 3 only used Blair’s criteria. 
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Table 4: Percentage of Apparent Lexical Similarity of Upper Digul Languages 
Korowai / Abiowage 
24 Komyandaret / Danokit
22 63 Tsaukambo / Waliburu
11 17 22 Wanggom / Biwage II
12 5 5 6 Tangko / Kawemaot
6 2 2 3 33 Nakai / Burunggop
6 2 1 3 31 63 Nagi / Tarngop
6 4 5 10 9 16 12 Wambon / Manggelum
7 4 4 10 11 14 16 49 Ketum / Arimbit

 

The matrix above indicates that the relationship between Wambon and Ketum is fairly close  
(49% apparent lexical similarity), compared with other languages and speech varieties. 

Regarding speech varieties of the Wambon language family, the survey team elicited 50 nouns in 
Gaguop and compared them with the full wordlist that had been taken in Manggelum on the previous 
upper Digul survey. The relationship between the two shows 96 percent apparent lexical similarity. It 
suggests that what is spoken in both Manggelum and Gaguop is very likely the same speech variety, 
which is the Wambon language. 

The people in Burunggop reported that their language name is Nakai (or Nagai)14, and the people 
inTarngop reported that their language name is Nagi. However, these two speech varieties are related 
(63% apparent lexical similarity). From the lexicostatistical data alone, it is unclear if these two speech 
varieties are two different dialects of the same language, or if they are different languages. 

Fifty Nakai words taken in Awimbon were compared with the Nakai speech variety of Burunggop. 
Nakai, as spoken in Awimbon, is very close to the Nakai speech variety of Burunggop (86% apparent 
lexical similarity), where a wordlist was taken on the previous upper Digul survey. Then the Awimbon 
speech variety was compared with the Nagi speech variety of Tarngop. The Nakai speech variety of 
Awimbon and the Nagi speech variety of Tarngop share 76 percent apparent lexical similarity using the 
shorter 50-item wordlist. While this is considerably higher than the 63 percent similarity between the 
Nakai in Burunggop and the Nagi in Tarngop using the full wordlists (as shown in table 4), it has been 
found that a comparison using the shorter wordlists (containing nouns only) gives a higher result than if 
the full wordlist were used. 

The results of the lexical similarity comparison between the Nakai spoken in Burunggop and the 
Nagi spoken in Awimbon and Tarngop indicate that even though the people gave different speech variety 
names, it seems that the speech varieties spoken in these villages may be the same language family. 

5 Languages 

This section explains the sociolinguistic data the survey team collected. Data was gathered using a 
community group questionnaire in the villages of Gaguop, Arimbit, Tarngop, and Awimbon. See 
Appendix A.3 for an English translation of this community group questionnaire. Additional comments 
will be made about the Sait and Mina languages in this section even though no community group 
questionnaire was used for these languages. 

                                                  
14 The authors prefer writing Nagai to Nakai, as it is pronounced [naɣai] or [naʁai]. But in this report, Nakai will be 
used to be consistent with the previous upper Digul survey report (Hughes 2009). 
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5.1 Wambon 

During this survey, the survey team was able to gather sociolinguistic data from Gaguop, a Wambon 
speaking village. 

5.1.1 Dialectology 

The information on the reported similarity of the speech varieties in the area corresponds with the 
information taken in Manggelum15 on the previous upper Digul survey. The villagers both from 
Manggelum and from Gaguop reported that they speak exactly the same speech variety. Mangga III (not 
shown on the map in section 2.1) was another village where the villagers reported to speak exactly the 
same language as Manggelum and Gaguop. The survey team also found that the people in Gaguop report 
that they can easily understand the people in Manggelum I and III, a portion of Bayanggop16 and 
Klofkamp17 which villages are also considered as Wambon speaking areas and may use the same speech 
variety. 

In Gaguop, the villagers said that the name of their speech variety is Wambon Kenondik, while 
Manggelum II speaks Wambon Kijam/Kewam,18 and that they could hardly understand each other. 
People in the village of Awimbon also confirmed this. It is thus assumed that there will be one more 
dialect in this area. 

5.1.2 Language use 

In Gaguop, the villagers speak the vernacular at home, with friends, and in the field, while using 
Indonesian at the market and the clinic. They use the vernacular at feasts, while they use Indonesian for 
public announcements and during prayer. Since 1983, there has been no school and no church at all. So 
overall, they use the vernacular more than Indonesian. 

5.1.3 Language change and preservation 

As there are only two outsiders living among the people of Gaguop (one from Toraja and one from 
Bugis), the vernacular is less influenced by other languages. The two outsiders came to look for 
sandalwood and to run a shop. The people in the villages that were visited generally marry within their 
ethnic groups. 

5.1.4 Language attitudes 

While there has never been a literacy program in the Wambon language, the people are interested in 
learning to read and write the vernacular. It is reported that if there were programs in literacy and 
translation, all the villagers would be ready to take part. 

The parents want their children to learn to read and write Indonesian, while the adults want to 
learn to read and write the vernacular. 

                                                   
15 Manggelum is actually divided administratively into three villages: Manggelum I, Manggelum II, and Manggelum 
III. 
16 Bayanggop has two speech varieties: Wambon and Ketum. 
17 The people pronounce the village name [koɾopkam].  
18 The survey team received conflicting information about the name. That is why both names are given here. 
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5.1.5 Language vitality 

The parents teach the vernacular to their children, and it is reported that the children use the local 
language during play. The villagers stated that they would speak the vernacular the same in twenty 
years’ time. 

5.2 Ketum 

During this survey, the survey team was able to gather sociolinguistic data from Arimbit, a Ketum-
speaking village. In Arimbit, the villagers called their language Mandobo or Mandobo Utara.19 
Alternative names of the speech variety are Ketum-Manop or Mandobo Ketum.20 However, when the 
wordlist gathered in Arimbit was compared with two other wordlists from Mandobo-speaking villages 
(Kaisah in Jair Subdistrict and Selil in Muting Subdistrict),21 the results indicate that the percentages of 
apparent lexical similarity are very low (11% and 9%, respectively). Perhaps this speech variety belongs 
to the Ketum family, as it is reported that neighboring villages used the Ketum language, or it may 
belong to the Wambon language family, because the matrix above, in Table 4, shows some degree of 
lexical similarity (49%). It is called Ketum in this report,22 though the local people called it Mandobo 
Utara. 

5.2.1 Dialectology23 

Arimbit is located to the east of the Wambon-speaking village, Klofkamp. One question from the previous 
upper Digul survey that needed to be checked was the name of the language spoken in the villages of 
Kuken and Moget. From the sociolinguistic questionnaire, the people in Arimbit, in a part of Bayanggop, 
and in Kuken speak exactly the same speech variety. They called it Ketum-Manop. The survey team also 
checked with people in Arimbit about the name of a village called Moget. It was reported that Moget is 
the name of a river flowing through Arimbit village, but not the village name. It was also reported that 
the people in Kuken speak Ketum-Manop, not the Nama language as was previously reported by Hughes. 

The people in Arimbit said that they could easily understand the people in Anyumka (who are 
reported to speak a language called Kokenonop), the people in Bulakubun (who are reported to speak a 
language called Nama), and the people in Klofkamp (who are reported to speak a language called 
Wambon Kenondik). However, they said that they could not understand the Nagi language spoken in 
Kawor or the language spoken by people from Oksibil or Kouh Subdistrict. 

5.2.2 Language use 

The people use the vernacular in private domains (at home, in their gardens, and with friends). At school 
during break time, the children use both Indonesian and the vernacular. They use the national language 
in official government domains (school instruction, at market in the city, clinic, and public meetings 
with outsiders). 

                                                   
19 Utara means ‘north.’ 
20 Ketum is pronounced [kǝtum] or [ketum]. 
21 These two Mandobo wordlists were elicited on subsequent survey trips. The wordlist from Kaisah was gathered 
during a survey in Jair Subdistrict, reported in “Report on the Lower Digul River Survey” (Lebold 2013) and the 
wordlist from Selil was gathered during a survey in Muting Subdistrict, reported in “Report on the Muting District 
Survey” (Sohn 2006). 
22 Ketum is written as Kitum in Hughes (2009).  
23 In this section, some villages, Kuken, Anyumka, and Bulakubu, are not on the map in section 2.1, as the team 
could not get the GPS readings of the locations of these villages. 
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5.2.3 Language change 

The young men mix Indonesian with the vernacular. 

5.2.4 Language preservation 

The villagers in Awimbit marry within the village, though there is no restriction against marrying out of 
the ethnic group. The young people prefer to live in their villages rather than in the city. There is one 
outsider from Mandobo who is a teacher. The people in Arimbit do not use the national language every 
day. 

5.2.5 Language attitudes 

Although there has been no literacy program in Arimbit, they want to have their language written. They 
reported that they are ready to participate in literacy or translation programs. If these kinds of programs 
were conducted, they said that all the villagers could help these programs by offering labor, money and 
produce. 

The parents want to learn to read and write both Indonesian and the local language, while they 
want their children to learn to read and write Indonesian. 

5.2.6 Language vitality 

The parents teach their children the vernacular, and the children use the local language during play. 
They said that the villagers in Arimbit would still use the local language in twenty years’ time, but it is 
recognized that a report of this nature is not a reliable predictor of future viability. 

5.3 The Nakai and Nagi speech varieties 

During this survey, the survey team was able to gather sociolinguistic data from Tarngop (reported to be 
Nagi speaking), and Awimbon (reported to be Nakai speaking). Nakai has several alternate names, Na’i, 
Na’ai,24 and Nagai, In addition to these names, the name Nagi was used, which is likely a different 
language. The previous survey team raised the question of whether Na’i is different from Nakai (Hughes 
2009). According to the people in Awimbon, those names refer to the same language. 

5.3.1 Dialectology25 

As indicated in the matrix in Table 4, though Nakai and Nagi have different names, it seems that the 
speech varieties spoken in Burunggop, Awimbon, and Tarngop may be the same language family or even 
the same language. This result corresponds with the information gathered about reported similarity in 
Awimbon and Tarngop – that they could easily understand each other. What is unclear is whether this 
intelligibility is inherent or acquired. The people of both Awimbon and Tarngop also stated that they 
could easily understand the language spoken in Itutomon and Kawor (both reported to be Nagi-speaking 
villages). However, they could not understand the Wambon language spoken in Gaguop and the Tangko 
language spoken in Kawemaot. 

                                                   
24 The symbol ’ represents a glottal stop [Ɂ]. 
25 Three villages, Itutamon, Tungoungbon, and Namum, are outside the boundaries of the map in section 2.1. 
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5.3.2 Language use 

The villagers use the vernacular in familiar domains (at home, with friends and in the garden), while 
they use both Indonesian and the vernacular in official domains (feasts and meetings) and use only 
Indonesian for announcements. 

5.3.3 Language change and preservation 

The young people still use the vernacular. The people here marry within their ethnic group, and there 
are no outsiders in this village. Three young men from this village are living in the city after graduating 
from school. The villagers do not use the national language every day. It seems the vernacular has not 
been influenced very much from the outside and has been preserved very well. 

5.3.4 Language attitude 

Although there was no literacy program in this village, they are very interested in learning to read and 
write the vernacular, and all the villagers are ready to participate in both literacy and translation 
programs. They would be willing to help these programs via produce and labor. 

The parents want to learn to read and write both Indonesian and the vernacular, while they want 
their children to learn to read and write Indonesian. 

5.3.5 Language vitality 

The parents teach the children to speak the vernacular, and the children use the local language while 
they play. They reported that they did not know if the villagers would speak the vernacular or not in 
twenty years’ time as the government could change everything at once. 

5.4 Sait and Mina 

The other questions raised by Hughes in Upper Digul Survey (2009) are the location of the Sait-speaking 
area and whether Tarngop or Awimbon could be Sait-speaking villages. 

The previous upper Digul survey team got information that the village of Tarngop is a Sait-speaking 
village. They assumed that Awimbon would be also one of the Sait-speaking villages. The Upper Digul 
helicopter survey team found that Tarngop was a Nagi-speaking village and Awimbon was a Nakai-
speaking village; neither was a Sait-speaking village. 

Concerning the Sait-speaking area, some people in Sumtamon told the survey team that the Sait-
speaking villages would be Akmer, Sakup, and Winim located in around Oksibil Subdistrict, Jayawijaya 
Regency.26 However, the team visited Winim and found that the Winim villagers reported to speak the 
Mina language, which could be a dialect of or another name for the Ngalum language, since they 
reported their ethnic group to be Ngalum. It has been reported that between the mountains and the 
Wambon language border there is a small zone where the Sait language is spoken (de Vries and de Vries-
Wiersma 1992). The place they indicated is around Winim and Old Matumkatop where the Mina 
language is reported to be spoken. From the information gathered during the upper Digul helicopter 
survey, the survey team assumes that the Sait language is spoken somewhere farther to the southwest 
than Winim. However, if Mina were another word for the Sait language family, or a dialect of the Sait 
language, Winim and Old Matumkatop would be Sait-speaking villages. Until more information is 
gathered, it is assumed that the Mina speaking area is north of the Nakai- and Nagi-language-speaking 

                                                   
26 Akmer and Sakup are outside the boundaries of the map in section 2.1. 
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areas, the same place as the Sait-speaking area in the map of the upper Digul region in Hughes’ report 
(2009), and that these could be alternate names for, or dialects of, the Ngalum language. 

5.5 Major and minor language or speech variety groupings 

The speech variety groupings below are based on the apparent lexical similarity results and data 
gathered on the reported similarity of the speech varieties. 

Table 5: Major and Minor Groupings of Speech Varieties 

Major 
Grouping 

Speech 
Varieties 
Included 

Villages that Fit these Groupingsa 
Based on Lexical 
Similarity (confirmed 
by reported similarity) 

Based on Data Gathered 
on Reported Similarity 

Wambon 1. Kenondik 
 
 
 
2. Kewam 

1. Manggelum I, Gaguop 
 

1. Manggelum I & III, 
Mangga III, Gaguop, part 
of Bayanggop, 
Klofkamp/Koropkam 
2. Manggelum II 

Ketum  Ketum or 
Ketum-Manop 

Arimbit Arimbit, part of 
Bayanggop, Kuken 

Nakai - Nagi 
family 

1. Nagi 
 
2. Nakai 

1. Tarngop 
 
2. Burunggop Awinbin 

1. Itutamon, Kawor, 
Namum, Tungdungbon 
2. Burunggop, Awinbin, 
Kurlopka, Anipka, Oropa, 
Aitawop 

Sait (Ngalum?) Sait (Ngalum?) - Akmer, Sakup 
Mina (Ngalum?) Mina (Ngalum?) - Winim, Old Matumkatop 

 
a Some villages are not on the map in section 2.1, as the upper Digul helicopter survey team could not go to the 
villages to get the GPS readings of their locations. 

6 Conclusions and recommendations 

6.1 Survey methods 

The survey team found that the survey by helicopter had pros and cons. The disadvantage was that due 
to the hourly cost of using a helicopter we were not able to stay long in each village. We did not collect a 
lot of sociolinguistic data and did not interact with the villagers as much. We also did not have much 
time to observe villagers’ activities and the general situation in each of the villages. However, we were 
able to visit ten villages in only one and a half days. 

6.2 Linguistic situation 

As indicated above, Gaguop is a Wambon-speaking village, the same as Manggelum. In addition, it is 
evident that Nakai and Nagi are related to each other, and that Ketum has some relationship with 
Wambon (49%). The location of the Sait language still needs to be researched, and more information is 
needed about the Mina language. 
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 6.3 Sociolinguistic situation 

In the area that was visited, the survey team’s observations seem to indicate that widespread 
bilingualism in Indonesian is not yet prevalent in the area. The adults and young people still use the 
vernacular more than the national language. There are not many outsiders in each village, and the 
villagers still marry within their ethnic groups. They preserve their language well. The villagers that the 
team met want to learn to read and write the vernacular. 

6.4 Community development possibilities 

Potential community development projects could be toilet and clean water projects. The villagers still 
use the river or rain as the source of their water. Another possible community development program 
could be education, as only one out of four villages that were visited had elementary schools. 

 6.5 Language development possibilities 

Wambon would have an advantage as a language development program, because the phonology and 
morphology have already been analyzed (de Vries and de Vries-Wiersma 1992). 

6.6 Future research 

Though the survey team covered the area on the right side of the map in section 2.1, survey is still 
needed in the rest of the area. 

The data on reported similarity indicates that there are two speech varieties in Bayanggop. One is a 
speech variety of Wambon and the other is Ketum. According to the matrix in Table 4, Wambon and 
Ketum have 49 percent apparent lexical similarity. It still needs to be checked whether the two are the 
same language family or not. The language name, Ketum, will also need to be checked. 

Table 4 indicates that Nakai and Nagi may be the same language family and possibly the same 
language. Further survey in the Nakai- and Nagi-speaking villages that have not yet been visited is 
recommended to gain a better understanding of the similarity between these two speech varieties and 
the level of intelligibility. 

The location of the Sait-speaking area still needs to be identified and there is a need for more 
information about the Mina language. 
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Appendix A: Questionnaires 

A.1: Village leader questionnaire 

SIL Indonesia Branch, Papua 
Questions for the Mayor/Chief/Subdistrict Leader 
October 2000 
**These questions are administered with the highest leader in the area. 
Village: ___________________ 
Subdistrict: ___________________ 
Regency: ___________________ 
Researcher’s Name: ___________________ 
Date: ___________________ 

 

GENERAL: 

Name: _______________________; Place of birth: _________________; Education: _______________ 
Mother tongue: ___________________; Language used at home: ________________________________ 

 

DEMOGRAPHICS: 

1.  How many residents live in this village? _________Households; _________People 
2.  Are there foreigners who live in this village/hamlet? Y / N  How many? _______ 
 a. From what country do they originate? 
   1. ______________________ 3. ______________________ 
   2. ______________________ 4. ______________________ 
 b. Why do they live here? lumber / mining / mission / other: _______ 
3. Are there people from other ethnic groups who are living here? Y / N 
 a. From what ethnic groups? 
  1. ________________: ______ 3. ________________: ______ 
  2. ________________: ______ 4. ________________: ______ 
 b. Why do they live here? marriage / work / other: _________________ 
4. Are there members of this ethnic group that have married other ethnic groups? Y / N 
 What ethnic groups? _____________ / ______________ / _________________ 

 

ECONOMY: 

5. What is the main source of livelihood for people in this village? agriculture / hunting /  
 fishing / forestry / gold / eaglewood / _______________ / ________________ 
 a. When does planting season begin?  J F M A M J J A S O N D 
 b. When does harvest season begin?   J F M A M J J A S O N D 
 c. When is the wet season?    J F M A M J J A S O N D 
 d. When is the dry season?    J F M A M J J A S O N D 
6. Are there residents who work outside the village? Y / N If there are, what is their job? 
 Lumber company / fishing / gold mine / other: ____________________ 
7.  What kinds of crops are planted here? corn / rice / bananas / other ______________ 
8.  Is the result of the harvest enough to eat for the people of this village? Y / N If not enough,  
 where does extra food come from? ___________________________________________ 
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE AREA: 

9.  Is there electricity here? Y / N ; PLN / diesel generator / hydro generator / solar power 
10. Is there a single side band (SSB) radio here? Y / N 
11. Where do you go to make telephone calls? ________________________________ 
12. Where do the people get drinking water?  well / river / pump / rain water 
13. Are there toilets here (other than the river/forest) Y / N 
14. Where do you go for market? ______________________________________ 
15 Where is the closest market? ___________________________________________ 
16. Where is the biggest market: ___________________________________________ 
17. Is there public transportation in this area?  ship / boat / airplane / other:__________ 
18. Where is the post office? _______________; police station? ____________________ 
19. Is there: 
 a. A primary school Y / N  Where is the closest one? ___________________ 
 b. A middle school Y / N  Where is the closest one? ___________________ 
 c. A high school Y / N  Where is the closest one? ___________________ 
 d. A theological school Y / N  Where is the closest one? ___________________ 

 

RELIGION: 

20. Is there a mosque here?  Y / N  How many? ____; Where? ______________ 
21. Is there a church here?  Y / N  How many? ____; Where?______________ 
22. Is there a public meeting hall? Y / N  How many? ____; Where?______________ 
23. Is there a house for traditional ceremonies here? Y / N  How many? ____;  
 Where? ______________ 

 

HEALTH: 

24. Is there a community health center? Y / N  Where is the closest one?__________________ 
25. Is there a doctor / medical worker / midwife that lives here? Y/ N Where?_____________ 
26.  Is there a traditional healer or expert in traditional medicine who lives here? Y / N  
 Where?_________________ 
27. Are there many illnesses here? Y / N 
 What kinds of illnesses? _________ / ____________ / ______________ / ___________ 
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A.2 : School questionnaire 

SIL Indonesia Branch, Papua 
Questions for the Headmaster / Teacher 
October 2000 
** These questions are administered to the highest leader in the school. 
Village: _________________ 
Subdistrict: _________________ 
Regency: _________________ 
Name of Researcher: _________________ 
Date data gathered: _________________ 
GENERAL: 
Schools that exist here: Primary / Middle / Secondary / Theological School / Other: _________________ 
Name of interviewee: _______________________ Place of birth: ____________________ 
Mother tongue: ________________________, Language used at home: __________________ 

 

GRADES AND STUDENTS 

1. How many grades are at this school? 3 grades / 6 grades 
2. How many students are in each class? 
 Primary: Grade 1 _____ Grade 2 ____ Grade 3 ____ Grade 4 ____ Grade 5 ____ Grade 6 ____ 
 Middle: Grade 1 _____ Grade 2 _____ Grade 3 _____ 
 Secondary: Grade 1 _____ Grade 2 _____ Grade 3 _____ 
 Other: ____________, ____________, ___________, _____________, 
3. How many students are from this village? 0 - 10 / 11 - 20 / 21 - 30 / 31 - 40 / 41 - 50 /  
 51 - 60 
4. Are their students from other villages? Y / N How many? _____; From where? ________________ 
5. How many students have graduated from this school and continued schooling? ___________ 

 

LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION 

6. What language is used in class? Vernacular / Indonesian / Tok Pisin / Malay / Other _____ 
7. Have you ever spoken the local vernacular in class? Y / N 
8. Have you ever spoken the vernacular outside of class to the students? Y / N 
9. What language is used by the students when they play? Vernacular/Indonesian/Tok  
 Pisin/Malay/Other ______________________, ____________________ 
10. Can the students in grade one already speak Indonesian when they start school? Y / N 
11. Can the students in grade one understand Indonesian when you speak to them? Y / N 
12. How long until they are able to speak Indonesian fluently? ___________ 

 

ENVIRONMENT 

13. What language is used by the residents of this village? Vernacular/Indonesian/Tok  
 Pisin/Malay/Other _______________________________________________________________ 
14. Do the residents of this village feel proud of their language? Y / N Why? _________ 
 _______________________________________________________________________ 
15. Have you ever heard the people of this village speak another language? Y / N. What language?  
 ____________ / ____________ / _____________ / __________ / ________________ 
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A.3: Community group questionnaire 

SIL Indonesia Branch, Papua 
Group Questions 
April, 2001 
Interviewer: __________________________ Recorded by:________________________________ 
Date: _______________ Time: ________ Language Name:_________________________________ 
Researchers present: ___________,_________; Officials present: _______________,_______________ 
Total People Present: _____; Adult Men: _____; Adult Women: _____; Youth: ________ 
Village: ________ ____; River: _____________; Subdistrict: _____________; Regency: _____________ 
Total Pop.: ______ Households (H), _____ People (P); Indigenous Pop.: ______ H,_______ P;  
 Immigrants: ______ H, ______ P 
Total people who give answers: ________; Total adult men who give answers: _________; 
Total women who give answers: ____________; Total young people who give answers: ___________ 

 

FACTORS THAT INFLUENCES LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
 Subdistrict 

Leader 
Mayor School 

Headmaster 
Traditional 
Leader/Chief 

Religious 
Leader 

Leader originates from where      
How old      

 

1. What is the method for choosing leaders if a change is needed? 
 Elected by the people/appointed by the government/generational/other method ________________ 
2. Where do you go when: severe wound __________________; have malaria _________________ 
 give birth ______________________; possessed by evil spirit _________________________ 
3. Is there a special community development committee? Y / N 
4. What projects have they recently done? ________________________, ________________________ 
5. Is this village cut off from connection with the outside if there is a flood, dry season, landslide,  
 etc? Y/N 
 Which villages?_____________________________________________________________ 

 

LANGUAGE USE 

6. What language is used when: 

Domain Vernacula
r Indonesian Other Languages 

PRIVATE      
At home      
With friends      
In garden/sago plantation      
In the village market      
In the city market      
At the clinic      
SCHOOL      
At break time      
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For instruction      
 Explanation (homework, etc.)      
PUBLIC      
Traditional ceremony      
Announcements      
Village council meetings      
CHURCH      
 Prayer      
Liturgy/Mass      
Singing      
Sermon      

 

7. How many Christians live here? Protestant: ____ Households, ____People; 
 Catholic: ____ Households, ____ People 
8. Approximately, how many Muslims live here? _____ Households; _____ People 
9. How many people follow traditional religion? ____ Households, ____ People 

 

LANGUAGE CHANGE 

10. Do the young people here more frequently use a language other than the vernacular? Y / N  
 Language:________ 
11. Do the young people mix the vernacular with Indonesian? Y / N:______________ 
12. Is this a good thing Y / N; Why: _____________________________________________________ 
13. Do the young people mix the vernacular with Indonesian? Y / N; Is this a good thing? Y / N; 
 Why?: ________________________________________________________________________ 

 

LANGUAGE VITALITY 

14. With which ethnic group do people usually marry? ____________________, ____________________ 
15.  Are there any restrictions? Y / N; Why? Religion / Tradition / Ethnic group / language /  
 Other:  ___________________ 
16. Do the young people prefer to stay living in the city after they finish higher education? Y / N 
 Why? _______________________________________________________________________ 
17. Are there any immigrants who live here? Y / N; How many people?_____ Households,  
 _____ People 
 For what? (work, marriage, etc..) ______________,________________,___________________ 
18. They are from what ethnic group? ________________,_________________,_________________,___________ 
19. What language is used to speak with them? __________________, _________________ 
20. Do they learn to speak the local language? Y / N 
21. Is that a good thing? Y / N Why?_________________________________________________________ 
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DIALECTOLOGY 

22.  Where is the language the same as the vernacular here? 
Village name Language Name 
  
  
  

23.  Where is the language a little different but you still can understand it easily? 
Village name Language Name 
  
  
  

24.  Where is the language very different, so different that you cannot understand it? 
Village name Language Name 
  
  
  

25.  Other than here, in which village do the people speak your language the best?___________________ 
26.  What language do you use when you meet with people who don’t speak the same as you? 

When you meet 
someone from the 
village/language 
of ... 

What 
language do 
you use? 

What 
language 
does s/he 
use? 

Do you speak slowly 
or normally? 
Y = you, S = S/he 

If there is a child 
that has never heard 
this language, will 
this child 
understand what 
s/he says? 

Does this 
person come 
from the same 
ethnic group? 

   Slowly Normally   
   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 
   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 
   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 
   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 
   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 
   Y S Y S Y / N Y / N 

27.  Do you use Indonesian every day in this village? Y / N 
28.  Do you use another language in this village? Y / N; Language _______________, _______________ 
29.  What group of people speaks Indonesian the best?  Young people / Adult men / Adult women 

 

LANGUAGE ATTITUDES 

30. In this village, is there a literacy program in the vernacular? Y / N 
31. Has there ever been someone who has written using the vernacular? Y / N.  
 Who? ____________________ 
32. What books have been written in the language of this village? songs, prayers, the Bible, other  
 religious books, parts of the Bible, other books ______________; Where are these books? __________ 
33. Are you interested in reading and writing the vernacular? Y / N Why?_________________________________ 
 ________________________________________________________________________________ 
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34. What do you want to have written in the vernacular? songs, prayers, the Bible, other religious  
 books, parts of the Bible, other books 
35. What contribution can you give for the making of such books? ___local produce; _____labor;  
 ____donations  
36. Specifically, who is interested in providing labor? 
37. Are you ready to participate in a literacy program in the vernacular? Y /N 
38. Approximately how many people want to participate? ______ Households, ________People 

 Vernacular Indonesian Other 
39.What language do you want to use for learning to read and 
write? 

   

40.What language do you want to be used by the children for 
learning to read and write?  

   

 

LANGUAGE EXTINCTION 

41. Do you teach the children to speak the vernacular? Y / N Why? ________________________________  
 _______________________________________________________________________________ 
42. Do the children use the vernacular when the play together? Y / N 
43. Will the people here speak the same vernacular twenty years into the future? Y / N 
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Appendix B: Rules for lexical similarity decisions 

B.1 Rules for lexical similarity decisions (based on Blair 1990) 

Word Length Category I (A) Category II (B) Category III (C) 

Number of phonetic 
segments in the longer of 

the two words being 
considered: 

Exact C or 
Similar V 

Similar C or 
Other V pairs 

Dissimilar C, or 
C or V with no pair 

Two 2 0 0 
Three 2 1 0 
Four 2 1 1 
Five 3 1 1 
Six 3 2 1 
Seven 4 2 1 
Eight 4 2 2 
Nine 5 2 2 
Ten 5 3 2 
Eleven 6 3 2 
Twelve 6 3 3 

 

If a given word pair is at least as similar as the numbers in the chart above, it is considered cognate. 
If it is not, (for example, if a four-segment word pair has only one Category I match) the words are not 
considered cognate. 

 

Phonetically Similar Consonants (Cat. II) Phonetically Similar Vowels 
(Cat. I) 

p - b - m i - y - ɪ - ʏ - e - ø - ɛ 
p - b - ɓ - pʰ - pʷ- pʲ -p - b - bʲ - bʲ ɨ - ʉ - ǝ - ɵ - ᴈ 
v – f - ɸ - ɸˁ - β, β - b - m, p - ɸ - ɸˁ e - ø - ɛ - œ - æ 
t - d - n - d̪ - t ̪- n̪ - ʈ - ɗ - tʷ - dʲ - dʷ - c - ɟ i - y - ɪ - ʏ - ɨ - ʉ - ǝ 
t - s, d - z, d - ɾ, s - ɕ, z - ɹ ɨ - ʉ - ǝ - ɯ - u - ʊ 
s ̪- s - sʲ - sˁ - ʃ - z - zˁ - ʒ -  - ʝ - ç -  - ɕ ɯ - u - ʊ - ɤ - o - ɔ 
t - t͡ʃ, d - d͡ʒ, t͡ʃ - d͡ʒ, z - d͡z ɤ - o - ɔ - ʌ 
c - ɟ - k - ɡ - k - ɡ - kʰ - kʷ - ɡʷ - q - qʷ - Ɂ - ɡ - ɢ - ɢʷ - ɠ, ɡ͡b - ɡ͡bʷ -ɡ - b æ - œ - a - ᴈ - ɐ - ʌ - ɑ - ɒ 
ç - ʝ - x - ɣ - χ - ʁ - ħ - ʕ - ɦ - hʲ  
c - ç, ɟ - ʝ, k - x, g - ɣ, q - χ, ɢ - ʁ  
m - n - n̪ - ɳ - ɲ - ŋ - mʲ - mʷ - nˁ - nʷ - ɴ  
ɾ - r - l - ɭ - ɽ - ɹ - ɽ - ʎ - l ̪- ɾ ̪  
Ɂ - h - Ø  
w - ɥ - j, ʝ - j  
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B.2 Rules for lexical similarity decisions of Papuan wordlists 

Wordlists the survey teams have elicited in the south coast area indicate that Papuan languages in this 
area are different from Austronesian languages. So far, they have discovered some features of Papuan 
languages through eliciting sentences informally. What they have found is that the Papuan languages on 
the south coast have more complicated affixes on verbs and nouns than Austronesian languages. 
Therefore, the survey team decided to modify the criteria from the ones given by Blair in his book, 
Survey on a Shoestring (1990). However, they tried to follow his principles as well. 
 

Here are the modified rules: 
Initial, medial and final glottal stops are sometimes considered as C and sometimes as null. 

Lengthened vowels are sometimes considered as VV, but sometimes as V. Since it is not known if the 
glottal stop will be interpreted as C and lengthened vowel as VV before work is done on the 
interpretation of syllables in each language, the survey team decided to interpret glottal stop as C or null 
and lengthened vowels as V or VV. 
 

Phonetically similar segments, which occur consistently in the same position in several word pairs, 
are grouped together. For example, in CVC and CV syllables of some languages below, if the initial CV is 
the same, the survey team ignored the final C and grouped them together, as in: 

No. 14. ‘he’ [jʊ] and [juːβ] 
No.108. ‘wind’ [ɸː]  and  [ɸːβ] 
No. 23. ‘flesh’ [nɔ]  and  [nɔːp] 
No. 26. ‘person’ [jæˈnɔʔ] and  [jænɔːp] 
No.158. ‘five’ [wæˈjænɔʔ] and  [wæjæˈnɔːp] 
(from Tsaukambo and Korowai) 

 

Awyu and Yaqay have the same features in the nasalized and non-nasalized vowels. Thus [õ] and 
[ɑ̃] are considered the same as nasalized vowels and velar nasals like [õŋ], [ãŋ]. 

No. 21. ‘blood’ [gõ] and [gõŋ] 
No.189. ‘know’ [nɐˈɸɐ]̃ and [nɑˈfɑŋ]  (from Awyu) 

 

Affixes are ignored. However, affixes (prefixes, infixes, or suffixes) in Papuan languages are difficult 
to identify, especially in verbs, as Papuan languages sometimes have the subject, object, tense, or aspect 
embedded in the verb. For example, when the words below are grouped together, they begin to see what 
may be interpreted as roots as follows: 

No.196 ‘awaken’ [nɑɣɑˈfi nu] 
  [nɑ niˈnũ] 
  [ne  fi nu] 
  [ˈnɐɣɐˈɸinɐ] 
  [dɪ  ɸinu]  (from Awyu) 
Affricates [t͡s, d͡ʒ, d͡z] and modifications [b, dʲ] can be considered as one segment. 

 

Diphthongs can be considered two segments or one segment, depending on the comparison being 
made. 

In phrases, the most similar words are compared. This generally occurs with numbers, prepositional 
adverbs, adjectives and interrogative pronouns, as follows: 

No.174. ‘bad’ [jɐmɐ] 
   [jɑmɑh] 
   [jɑˈmɑ nepʰ] 
   [jɑmam bɛk] (from Yaqay) 
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In addition, words that look like compounds, especially nouns and pronouns, are grouped together, 
even if lexically they do not match exactly. 

No. 2. ‘hair’ [xɑbɑjoŋ] 
   [hɐbɐjõ] 
   [xɐbɐjoŋ] 
   [jõŋ] (from Awyu ) 
The following segments are considered exact matches; [u] = [w] and [i] = [j]: 

 

Consistent sound change or sound shift, which occurs in some languages, are considered exact 
matches as follows: 

In the Awyu language, [f] and [ɸ], [j] and [d͡ʒ] are the same. 
No. 233. ‘name’ [fi]  and  [ɸi] 

 

In Yaqay, [k ʰ] and [x] are the same. 
No. 142. ‘cold’ [kox  and  [kokʰ] 

 

In Kombai language, sounds [r] and [s] are exactly the same. 
No. 24. ‘urine’ [iri]  and  [isi] 
No. 95. ‘rattan’ [ri]  and  [si] 

 

Unreleased consonants, accents and nasalized vowels are ignored. 
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Appendix C: Wordlists gathered during this survey 

English/Indonesian Mandobo/ 
Arimbit 

Nagi/ 
Tarngop 

Nakai/ 
Awimbon 

Wambon/ 
 Gaguop 

001 head/kepala ɑmˈbɑr ɑˈwoqɔ ɑwor ɑmˈbɑt̚ 
002 hair/rambut ɑmˈbɑrmuk̚ ɑˈwoqep̚ ɑwor kɛp̚ ɑmˈbɑɽo 
003 eye/mata keˈrop̚ ˈkiwɛ sɔp̚ keɽɔp̚ 
004 ear/telinga seˈrun ˈkisu keresɔp̚ suɾutop̚ 
005 nose/hidung kɑˈrit ˈmiʔtɔʔ ˈmitɔ ˈkɑɾit 
006 mouth/mulut ˈbɑŋgɑr ˈkɑrkor ˈkerkor bɔˈnɔp̚ 
007 lip/bibir bɑŋgɑrˈkɑr meŋgokkɑr berkɔ bɑrnˈgɑt̚ 
008 tooth/gigi βit̚ ˈniŋgi ˈniŋgi ɛˈsɔp 
009 tongue/lidah ɑnˈkɑr mɑɢmɔk ʔɔŋ ˈhɑngot̚ 
010 upper arm/tangan beˈtir ˈʔituʔ ˈʔutuu biˈsit̚ 
011 elbow/siku ˈmuŋgup̚ ˈituɴɢoŋ ˈbɑɴɢup biˈsit ˈɢɑmbim 
012 finger/jari ˈtɛˈri  ituˈkiɾi ˈitukiri biˈsitˈtɑrɔŋ 
013 fingernail/kuku ˈkop̚ tok̚ ˈsɛmbɛɾ semˈber bisitˈmuk̚ 
014 breast/susu ɔm muk̚ muk̚ ʔɔm 
015 stomach/perut ɔˈkɑbo ˈkɔwɑ kowɑ ʔɔt 
016 liver/hati ˈɛgərop̚ ˈinɔŋ ˈinɔŋ dimˈlɔp 
017 leg/kaki kəˈnop̚ ˈdon d̪͡zɔn kɛˈnɔp 
018 knee/lutut ɢɔt̚ ˈbɐɴɢup ɑɴɢui ɢɔt kɛɾɔp 
019 body hair/bulu muk̚ qɛp̚ kɛp̚ ɽɔn 
020 skin/kulit qɑr qɑt̚ qɑr qɑt 
021 blood/darah rom ˈwitɛp̚ ˈʔitɛp̚ ɢɔm 
022 bone/tulang mir kɔ ˈqɔɽɔ mit̚ 
023 flesh/daging d͡ʒom d͡zɔm d͡ʒom hɔt̚ 
024 urine/air kencing ɛˈtɔk̚ ˈdɑmun dɑmun ˈʔɛˈtɔq 
025 faeces/tahi ɔi ̯ wɛ ̃ mˈwɛ ̃ ʔɔɾɔmˈbɑt 
026 person/orang qɑp̚ qɑː ˈqɑɽɑ qɑp̚ 
027 man/laki-laki qɑp̚ qɑɴɢo qɑɽɑŋgo qɑp̚ 
028 woman/perempuan rɑŋ mɑwin qur/mabin ɽɑ̃ 
029 husband/suami ˈnɛmɔk̚ ɑu̯ki ˈimgi nogonomok̚ 
030 wife/isteri ˈsɑɾip̚ ɑu̯ ˈqɛpur nogo sɑɾip̚ 
031 mother/ibu nɛm nɑ̃ŋ menɑ̃ŋ nɑˈjɑp̚ 
032 father/ayah ˈɑit̚ / dom ʔiˈtɑŋ ˈitɑŋ bɑp̚ 
033 child/anak ˈnɑtum / dɔm ˈtɛnɑ ˈtenɑ ʔɑˈmit̚ 
034 elder sister/kakak 
perempuan ɔn ɔˈɾɔp ʔɔˈɽɔp ʔɔˈnɔp 

035 elder brother/kakak laki-
laki 

bɑp̚ kɑkʷi nup-ɔɽop̚ nɛt̚ 
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English/Indonesian Mandobo/ 
Arimbit 

Nagi/ 
Tarngop 

Nakai/ 
Awimbon 

Wambon/ 
 Gaguop 

036 younger sister/adik 
perempuan 

ˈnɑmber eɴɢɛp qidɑq̚ ur ɽɑˈnɑŋɢɔt̚ 

037 younger brother/adik 
laki-laki 

ˈnənɑŋ qɑqtɑɾ ˈne-kida kəjɛt̚ 

038 grandmother/nenek ɑˈsek̚ bɑp̚ bɑp̚ ˈʔɑsɛq 
039 grandfather/tete ˈɑmbɑi ̯ ˈɑwi ˈɑwi ʔɑmˈbɑjɔp 
040 grandchild/cucu ˈmɑɢob̚ ˈɔnkɔ mɔˈʔɔp ˈmɑɢop̚ 
041 friend/teman ˈqɑjɛn ˈnupkɑɾɑ nɛqɑɽɑ nɑjɑˈɢɑI 
042 I/saya nuk̚ nɛ ̃ ne nuk̚ 
043 you/kamu ɢup̚ qɛp kɛp ɢup̚ 
044 he/she/dia ɛˈgɛp̚ nɛ ̃ kɛp ɛˈɢɛp̚ 
045 we(excl.)/kami nɛˈgip̚ nup̚ ip̚ nɔˈɢɔp̚ 
046 we(incl.)/kita nɛˈgitɑ ɴupˈɑɴum nup̚ nɔˈɢɔp̚ 
047 you(pl)/kamu orang gɛˈgip koˈpon ʔipɑɴɢum ˈnupɑɴɢum ɢɔɢɔp̚ 
048 they/dorang jɑˈɢop̚ ʔipɑɴɢum ˈkoro jɑɢoɢup̚ 
049 bird/burung ˈɛr ˈnøɛ̃ nɛ ʔɛt̚ 
050 wing/sayap bɛˈru bju ˈbiɽu ˈbuɽuŋ 
051 egg/telur ɪnˈɖin ˈwiɾin   
052 rat/tikus rumah ɑˈmuŋʔɑp̚ ˈkɑɽɛr   
053 bandicoot/tikus tanah ɑˈmuŋ sɑɢʷɛ   
054 dog/anjing siːr ˈɑnon   
055 tail/ekor ˈwɑːmbir ˈwɑwi   
056 pig/babi kɔŋ kɔŋ   
057 fish/ikan ˈɑrqɑi ̯ ˈoɢɑnɔŋ   
058 snake/ular ˈkunɑsɑr ˈɑɔntor   
059 goanna/soasoa guˈsi ɑĩː   
060 worm/cacing moɾemˈd͡ʒɑb ˈmoɾɛmop̚   
061 mosquito/nyamuk ˈrɛprɛp̚ ˈɖep̚ɖep̚   
062 louse/kutu ɢur kʷip̚   
063 crocodile/buaya ˈbɑˈnep̚ ˈɔqoŋ   
064 leech/lintah seˈren sɛn   
065 cassowary/kasuari ˈqɑtuwɑɾim ˈɑwɔn   
066 ant/semut ˈɢɑtom ˈɴɢɑsom   
067 cuscus/kuskus pohon tɑˈɢip̚ ˈtɑɢip   
068 tree kangaroo/laolao   ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ ˈoqdɑɾomkɔ   
069 kangaroo/kanguru   ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ miɾˈqo   
070 tree/pohon ˈenɔp̚ pɑri ɑːʔ   
071 bark/kulit kayu ˈenɔp ˈqɑr ˈʔɑʔqɑr   
072 leaf/daun ˈenɔp̚ muk̚ ˈqɔn   
073 root/akar ˈɢɑrɑi ̯ ˈsiːɾiŋ   
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English/Indonesian Mandobo/ 
Arimbit 

Nagi/ 
Tarngop 

Nakai/ 
Awimbon 

Wambon/ 
 Gaguop 

074 thorn/duri ɑˈriŋ dɪk   
075 seed/biji rop̚ ˈqɑmɢom   
076 betel nut/pinang məˈsɑn ˈqɑmbɑn   
077 chewing betel/sirih ˈwɑd͡ʒurbok̚ ɑɴɖom   
078 lime/kapur ˈɢɑndop̚ ˈmɑnɖom   
079 greencoconut/kelapa 
muda ˈd͡ʒɑːit̚ ˈwɑɾip̚   

080 coconut/kelapa(tua) mɑˈɢor kiˈtor   
081 banana/pisang siːr dup̚   
082 salt/garam gɑrɑm oˈkɛtɛr   
083 cassava/kasbi ˈmɛrɑh uˈbi   
084 breadfruit/sukun rɑˈbɔt̚ ˈɽɑwor   
085 taro/keladi ˈkəlɑdi ˈkɑnɑɾi   
086 sweet potato/betatas ˈbond̪eŋ ˈboɽeŋ   
087 sago tree/pohon sagu ˈdumbɑri ˈt͡ʃoŋgo   
088 sago flour/isi sagu duˈkir ˈt͡jomenem   
089 sago porridge/papeda pɑˈpɛdɑ ˈt͡joʔsɛnon   
090 sago pancake/sinole siˈnolɛ ˈt͡joʔqɛrɛr   
091 rice/beras bəˈrɑs bup̚   
092 rice/nasi ˈnɑsi seˈneˌse   
093 bamboo/bambu eˈɢop oˈwɛːɾ   
094 kunai/alang-alang sep̚ tɛk̚ ɑˈmiːɾ   
095 rattan/rotan koˈtɛr ɴɔ̰ŋ̃   
096 soil/tanah ip̚ tɑˈwɛ   
097 stone/batu iɾop̚ tum   
098 sand/pasir ɔˈqep̚ oq̚digin   
099 beach/pantai ɔˈqep oq͡pɑɢon   
100 mud/lumpur bɪˈtin sɑbit̚ tɛk̚ tɛk̚   
101 water/air oq̚ ɔq̚   
102 sea/laut oq̚ ɔq̚ mɑjɑr   
103 river/sungai oq̚ ˈbetɑn oq̚ qʷir   
104 lake/danau ɑˈnoŋ ɑmˈbɑr oqˈ qwɑɴ ɢup̚   
105 cloud/awan ɑɢek̚ ɖɛp̚   
106 rain/hujan ˈqɑip̚ ˈɑmɢɑ   
107 sky/langit(biru) ˈkur ɑˈwi   
108 wind/angin up̚ up̚   
109 sun/matahari bonˈdɑk̚ ɑʔˈʈon   
110 moon/bulan wɑˈɢor oʔɢʷɛ   
111 night/malam kɛˈtip̚ ˈgunese   
112 star/bintang ˈminɔp̚ ˈmiɾqo   
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English/Indonesian Mandobo/ 
Arimbit 

Nagi/ 
Tarngop 

Nakai/ 
Awimbon 

Wambon/ 
 Gaguop 

113 fire/api ˈenɔp ˈɛri ɑˈsiŋ   
114 smoke/asap ˈenɔp ˈɛruk ɑˈʈɛɾ   
115 ashes/abu ɢɑndop̚ op̚ ˈqotɛp   
116 forest/hutan ˈɑnɔŋ ɑnoŋop̚ ˈsɛŋ   
117 mountain/gunung ˈɑnɔŋ ˈɑmbɑr ɑːɽim   
118 garden/kebun ˈeboptop̚ ɽoŋˈbip̚   
119 house/rumah ɑp̚ ɔp̚   
120 roof/atap keˈrɛt̚ wit̚   
121 village/kampung ˈkɑmpuŋ oˈwɑʔip̚   
122 fence/pagar ˈpɑgɑr mbiŋ   
123 rope/tali nɔŋ ɴɔŋ̰   
124 canoe/perahu ɑˈrɛb ɑˈɽɛp̚   
125 paddle/dayung ˈdɑjuŋ ɑqep̚   
126 path(road)/jalanan ɑˈwɐ̰n oˈnɛm   
127 machete/parang ˈpɑrɑŋ ˈwɑɣi   
128 axe/kapak kɑpok̚ qoˈpɑk   
129 bow/busur ˈmɑndir ɑˈɽon   
130 arrow/anak panah ˈɛndom ɑˈɽop̚   
131 knife/pisau ˈpisɑu̯ wɑɣiˈɑmboɾom   
132 net bag/noken ˈɛtor mɛn   
133 this/ini ˈnenbon ˈiɣi ˈɛsiɣin   
134 that/itu ˈkopon ɑwo tɛˈmɑʔ   
135 here/di sini ˈdenenbon iːˈɣimbi   
136 there/di situ ˈkokopon ˈjɑʔtemɑʔ   
137 over there/di sana ˈkowep̚ ˈtɑrok̚ ˈjɑʔtiˈɣimbi   
138 above/di atas ˈqɑturɛpon ˈsiptɛ   
139 below/di bawah qɛrepon ˈtotɛ   
140 in front/di depan ˈdenenbon sin   
141 behind/di belakang ˈmemːir mor   
142 inside/di dalam ˈqɑutɛpon dip   
143 outside/di luar ˈdemotɛp̚ ɑˈnɔŋ   
144 left/kiri ˈwɑt͡ʃem ˈwɑsor   
145 right/kanan βip̚ ˈsiːnim   
146 black/hitam mim moˈɢom   
147 white/putih qɑˈwɑt̚ qɑjɑk̚   
148 red/merah eˈri ˈjɑmu   
149 green/hijau   ̠no entry  ̠ ̠ meˈsɛŋ   
150 blue/biru ˈmerip ɑʔwɑq   
151 yellow/kuning ˈtɑjɑn mik   
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English/Indonesian Mandobo/ 
Arimbit 

Nagi/ 
Tarngop 

Nakai/ 
Awimbon 

Wambon/ 
 Gaguop 

152 all/semua ˈmoɢup ˈɑmɢum   
153 many/banyak ˈd͡ʒɑtorok̚ ˈɑɽup̚   
154 one/satu ˈmɑːmtup̚ ˈmimki   
155 two/dua ˈɛrumːo op̚ t͡ʃom   
156 three/tiga ˈɛrumtɑgemo ˈsɑɾopkur   
157 four/empat ˈɛturop̚ ɢup̚ ɑɪ ̯̍qɑwi   
158 five/lima ˈɑmbɑrop̚ ɢup̚ ɑɪ ̯   
159 six/enam ˈkomo ɢup̚ ɢɔŋ   
160 seven/tujuh ˈbɛn ɢup̚ et̚   
161 eight/delapan ˈmujop̚ wɔm   
162 nine/sembilan ˈjɑbɛt ˈjɑwer   
163 ten/sepuluh ˈmɑriŋ mɑˈɽiŋ   
164 twenty/dua puluh ˈɑjem mɑriŋ bɑk̚mɑˈɾiŋ   
165 big/besar ˈqɑmbem mɑˈjɑr   
166 small/kecil ˈɑmbunmun ˈɑmboɽom   
167 old(things)/lama ˈmendom sinˈki   
168 new/baru ˈneŋgemo ˈɑwiˌgi   
169 old(people)/tua ˈd͡zɑːi ̯ kigipneŋˈgɛ   
170 young/muda ˈwɑnɔŋqɑp ˈkitor   
171 hot/panas ˈmɑmin mɑˈmin   
172 cold/dingin ɢir kiːɾ   
173 good/baik ɑɪn̯op̚ ɖɑp   
174 bad/rusak(jahat) ˈkod͡ʒom ˈɑtur   
175 sharp/tajam koˈd͡ʒom it̚   
176 dull/tumpul toˈgor ˈmoɽo   
177 near/dekat səˈnim siˈgimbi   
178 far/jauh qɑm qɑm   
179 wet/basah ruk̚ oq̚ ˈsese   
180 dry/kering kəu̯rer keˈɾeɾ   
181 long/panjang kɑˈrɑm koɽɑŋ   
182 short(things)/pendek ˈɑtup̚ ɑʔˈtuk̚   
183 tall/tinggi ˈtɑrogop̚ ˈtɑwom   
184 short(people)/pendek ip̚ˈtɑrok  ˌɑmbɛˈsɛ   
185 blind/buta təˈgur ˈkiwɛtor   
186 deaf/tuli ˈnɑŋgom  ˌkisutɑˈmontoɾ   
187 see/lihat ˈsegop ˈɑk̚ mem   
188 hear/dengar ˈdɑrɛp ˈwɛŋsem   
189 know/tahu ˈnoŋgon kɑt̚   
190 speak/berkata ˈruk rɑbowɑn weŋˈɛm   
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Nakai/ 
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191 tired/cape kəˈnum ˈɽɑkbip̚   
192 afraid/takut ˈmop̚ jɔmˈbɑn   
193 sleep/tidur ɑˈrɑwɑn ɑˈʁɛm   
194 sit/duduk ˈmurɑmbobɑm ˈsubnem   
195 wake up/bangun ˈmɑtu̪p̚wɑn tiˈwɛm   
196 awaken/kasih bangun ˈrɑʔ mɑtup̚ ˈqɑɢɔwɛm   
197 stand/berdiri moˈtɛrop̚ ˈɛtem   
198 walk/jalan kaki ˈkəmopˈɑwɑn ˈdonduɾip   
199 run/lari ˈtop̚ kɑwɑn dunˈbɛm   
200 swim/berenang ˈomːowɑm okɑʔɾɑtnem   
201 fly/terbang ˈmotɑwɑn ti̪ˈwɛm   
202 wash/cuci ˈoqˈtɑtomːowɑn ˈɔq qɑwem   
203 scratch/garuk ɑŋˈgibɑn ˈniŋgiɾmem   
204 hold/pegang ˈrɑbobɑn ɑɾewem   
205 split(wood)/belah ˈbɑɢɑmːowɑn bɑɢɛm   
206 tie/ikat ˈɑndɑbop̚ oqtigi   
207 dig/gali ˈrɑgep̚ dikmem   
208 stab/tikam inːɔk̚ mop̚ ˈkuɾik bɛmem   
209 fall/jatuh ˈinɑrɑr ˈɑsɛ   
210 drop(tr)/kasih jatuh ˈrɑpt͡ʃɑmobɑnɛˈrun ˈɑɢinuk ˈdewese   
211 bathe/mandi ˈɔq̚ ˈkɛmop̚ oɢɔˈwem   
212 bathe/kasih mandi ˈrɑpoq̚ kɛmobɑn tiup ɔɢɔwɔq   
213 eat/makan ɑndep̚ eˈnɛm   
214 drink/minum ˈɑmip̚ ˈoqemɛm   
215 kill/bunuh ip̚ ɑɪm̯   
216 die/mati ˈkɛmop̚ ˈkʷisɛ   
217 give/beri(kasih) ˈrɑp̚deɢop̚ ˈduwem   
218 come/datang dɑˈbep̚ ˈmɑnɛ   
219 go/pergi ɑːp ˈɔʔnɛm   
220 laugh/tertawa ɑnˈben ɑjɑˈnɛm   
221 cry/menangis ˈroːmgen ˈɑʔmem   
222 burn(intr)/bakar enop̚ dogen ɑsiŋˈsenese   
223 burn(tr)/membakar ˈenop̚ dɑr ˈnɑɴɢɑniʔ   
224 dry in sun/menjemur ˈrɑbɑrubɑn kɛrɛrkɛn tiup ˈsoknɔk   
225 blow/tiup ˈumop̚ urukmem   
226 hit/pukul ip̚ ɑɪm̯   
227 search/cari bəˈrumop ˈqop̚qʷɛm   
228 shoot/panah tɑˈːmd͡ʒop̚ mːem   
229 bite/gigit ˈinəndir ˈtɑmem   
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230 cough/batuk ˈɑbijok̚ kɑˈnom   
231 no(not)/tidak dɔ ɖɔ   
232 language/bahasa ruk wɛŋ   
233 name/nama iː ˈwini   
234 who/siapa ɑɣep̚ / ɑgep̚ kɑˈmɑ   
235 what/apa kiˈtum ˈnɑɣi   
236 where/di mana ˈɑndɑgɑn igimˈbotɛ   
237 when/kapan ˈɑndɑk̚ ˈtop̚ kɑn ˈnɑɣindiŋ   
238 why/kenapa ˈkɛtum reber ˈtənɑɣiˈsiɣin   

239 how many/berapa ˈɑrkɛnɑp ˈniˈqomɑn  
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